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STOCHASTIC      

EFFECT

(Tumorigenesis)





+

Definition:

Dose-effect relationship is linear with no 

threshold.     Is it correct for tumorigenesis? 

Radiobiologists have studied the effect of 

radiation and also the repair of damaged cells. 

There should be the repair effect in which  the 

higher repair rate  at the lower dose, resulting 

sigmoidal relationship. There also should be a 

threshold which is completely reparable dose 

at a small dose. 



Effect of Tritiated Water

Animal:（C57BL/6N and C3H/He)F1 female mice
at 10 weeks age (24±1 g)

Chamber: Type-2350L (Chiyoda Hoan Yohin Co.)

Temperature: 24±2oC Humidity: 50±10%

Daily light cycle: 10 h light and 14 h darkness









+

Dose-effect relationship for 

stochastic effect of tumori-

genesis is sigmoidal with a 

threshold







Dose rate-effect relationship for tumori-

genesis is linear from ZEP. Therefore, the 

solid tumor incidence by A-bomb exposure 

should be the result as the dose-rate effect but 

not the dose. 

The dose of A-bomb is dependent on the 

distance, the dose is also the dose rate because 

of the same exposure time. The dose effect 

should be compared at the same dose-rate,

which is a basis for radiobiological study.









Dose effect appears from 2 

Gy (2 Sv).  

No data at more than 2.5 Gy 

suggests the haematopoietic 

death in the case of A-bomb 

radiation exposure. 





STOCHASTIC      

EFFECT

(Life Shortening)





Dose-effect relationship for 

stochastic effect of life-

shortening is linear with no 

threshold at higher dose-rate 

than ZEP.

Why is there no repair?





Dose rate-effect relationship 

for stochastic effect of life-

shortening is parabolic at 

higher dose-rate than ZEP. 

Why is it paｒabolic?





No repair would be caused 

by no action of repair enzyme. 

Parabolic relationship would be 

caused by overlapped attack with 

radicals in the cap structure.



BIOLOGICAL     

HALF-LIFE









If the biological half-life (70days) 

of Cs-137 is correct, not only Cs-137 

but also  K-40 contained in food could 

be piled up with limitless in the body.

But “take in” and “take out” are 

comparable.

Definition of “Biological Half-

Life” should be reconsidered.



RADIATION    

WEIGHTING   

FACTOR

(RBE)





Definition:

Radiation weighting factor (WR) or RBE is 

the larger constant when LET is the larger. 

Is WR constant?  No, it is not 

constant. It should be variable 

depending on dose-rate.



At the higher dose-rate, WR 

should be the smaller. Because 

when ionizing density/volume 

by low LET radiation becomes 

the higher, the effect comes to 

be the nearer to that of high 

LET radiation.





Why is the effect of HTO larger than 

that of γ-rays?



Equivalent Dose



EFFECTIVE DOSE





Radiation Weighting Factor (RBE):        

A at  X/sec

Equivalent dose: 

B Sv at X/sec

Effective dose: 

C Sv at X/sec

X = Dose



HORMESIS AND MEDICAL

DIAGNOST RADIATION



Hormesis is observed at the dose-rate 

(0~ZEP), which is evidence of health 

increase effect (life span, body weight, 

and moving activity). Reason can be 

explained by activation of  cell metabolic 

system with direct energy transfer of  

radiation at very small dose.         





At the present the permissible 

dose is 1 mSv/y.

However, 10 mSv/day is the 

most healthy dose-rate according 

to animal experiments.

At least, 1 mSv/d is rather useful 

dose for health.



Risk of Medical Diagnostic Radiation



The exposure time is very short for 

almost medical diagnostic radiations 

which are much higher than ZEP dose 

rate, 20mSv/day = 0.24 μSv/sec.

All kinds of medical diagnostic 

radiation are risky for tumori-

genesis and life-shortening.



IN ADDITION

“Radioactivity” has been mistranslated 

as “Radioability” in Japan. 

We, Japanese radiation specialists must 

call the correct name of  the radioactivity 

“Hosha-Kassei” instead of  “Hoshano 

(Radioability)”.



SUMMARY

１. Stochastic effect

Tumorigenesis: Sigmodal dose effect and linear dose-rate effect

Life shortening: Linear dose effect and parabolic dose-rate effect

2. A-bomb effect: Dose-rate effect  ≺ 2Sv, Dose effect ≻2Sv

3. Biological half –life: Exponential decrease having to reconsider

4. Radiation weighting factor (RBE):

Not constant and dose-rate dependent

5. Effective dose: No meaning, definition change is necessary

6. Hormesis and medical diagnostic radiation

Hormesis: Dose-rate but not dose  ( MHP = 0.12 μSv/sec) 

Medical diagnostic radiation: Risky (      ZEP 0.24 μSv/sec)          ≫



ADDENDUM 1
No oxygen effect in THO

(Yamamoto 1984)



ＡＤＤＥＮＤＵＭ ２
Verification of nascent oxygen formation in tritiated

water (Yamamoto 1984)



ＡＤＤＥＮＤＵＭ ３
The higher rate of activation at the higher LET

proposed by this author 

(Yamamoto 2012)


